Trade Specialists in Carton Finishing

First Class Carton Finishing

At Marpak, we live and breathe carton finishing.

Operating from a 30,000sq.ft. production and warehouse facility, our extensive premises are equipped with an impressive range of
machinery from leading companies such as Bobst, Heiber & Schroder and Kohmann.

With a highly skilled and experienced work force our core
competencies include:

Die Cutting
Gluing

Window Patching
Nested Trays

Our expert teams work closely with blue chip organisations in a
broad range of industries such as:

Pharmaceutical & Healthcare
Food & Drinks

Cosmetics
Direct Mailing

Whatever your packaging challenges, we can work with you to develop innovative solutions to complex finishing jobs.

Gluing – crash lock, carry packs, 4 and 6 corner…
Our five multi-purpose Bobst gluers provide the capacity for short and long run work,
ranging from miniature cartons to full out 1100mm wide blanks.
With high skill levels, not only can we run standard designs like crash lock, carry packs, 4
and 6 corner, but also a multitude of bespoke styles with up to 16 glue guns and hot melt
glue. We’re also happy to take on those long complicated make readies that often slow
down a productive finishing department.

Standard and bespoke window patching
Three Kohmann window patching machines enable us to handle all film
application work. From standard windows to tissue box patching with profile
cuts/slits and sandwich packs, we can turn your concepts into reality.

Flexible and adaptable
Our plant gives us the capability to run blanks up to 1120mm wide and various
machine extras enable us to handle even the most challenging requests.

Nested trays with
pressurised glue option
Nested trays are no problem with our two
Heiber and Schroder (650 and 850 twin
stream) machines which give us the option of
pressurised glue for added efficiency.

“w e have the
flexibility to use
either customers’
standing tooling or
source our own”

Die cutting and embossing

With two ‘ industry standard’ Bobst 102 die cutting machines we have the flexibility to use either customers’ standing tooling or
source our own. We are able to process sheets up to B1 size with great efficiency for either die cutting and/or embossing.

Competitive in short and long runs.

A utomatic waste removal and speeds up to 7 500 sheets per hour make us competitive in both short and long run work.
We are j ust as happy running 1,000 sheets as we are 100,000 sheets on under 100gsm up to corrugated and litho
laminated E flute sheets.

Why not give us a call?
L et us help you discover the many ways our machinery can be used to convert your
ideas into reality.
Whatever your challenge, we can supply the creative input and manufacturing
know-how to deliver your finished product.
C all us today – we’d be delighted to help.
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